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INTRODUCTION

Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) has much po-
tential for studying samples of geophysical interest equilibrated
at high pressures and temperatures (e.g., Sharp et al. 1996). An
important application of EELS is the determination of redox
states and crystallographic sites of chemical elements in high-
pressure samples in which nanometer spatial resolution is of-
ten required due to the small sizes of the phases. Such
information, particularly regarding Fe3+/Fe2+ ratios, could
greatly enhance our understanding of the oxidation-reduction
state of the deep Earth, which pertains to the nature of fluid
phases in equilibrium with the silicate Earth as well as for de-
termining physical properties such as electrical conductivity
of the lower mantle (Katsura et al. 1998). In the latter case,
recent developments (Garvie and Buseck 1998; Van Aken et
al. 1998, 1999; Lauterbach et al. 2000) have opened new pos-
sibilities in the determination of the iron valency. Also, acqui-
sition of EELS spectra at low energy losses (<50 eV) may
provide constraints on the band structures of high-pressure
phases.

To further assess the possibilities of EELS in this field, we
obtained EELS spectra of silicate perovskite-magnesiowüstite

assemblages synthesized in both the multi-anvil press and dia-
mond-anvil cell. As shown by twenty years of high-pressure
experiments (e.g., see review article by Mao and Hemley 1999),
the silicate perovskite phase (Mg,Fe)SiO3 is likely to consti-
tute more than 70% of the volume of the lower mantle of the
Earth, whereas magnesiowüstite or ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O is
the candidate second phase of this important region. The break-
down of (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 olivine into silicate perovskite and
magnesiowüstite provides a method for obtaining good quality
high-pressure samples of these two coexisting phases. We chose
this approach to obtain a more general understanding of EELS
features of such biphasic assemblages, including low energy-
loss (i.e., <50 eV) characteristics.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Samples and preparation for transmission electron
microscopy

Most spectra shown in this paper were obtained from sample
no. 2079 (Martinez et al. 1997) synthesized in a 2000 ton
uniaxial split sphere apparatus (USSA 2000) in the Stony Brook
High Pressure Laboratory. The experiments were performed
using a 7 mm MgO octahedron cell assembly, using a rhenium
capsule. The starting material was natural San Carlos olivine,
first compressed to P = 26 GPa at room-temperature, and then
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ABSTRACT

Silicate perovskite-magnesiowüstite assemblages synthesized from natural olivine in the multi-
anvil press and diamond-anvil cell were studied by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). Spectra
of crystalline silicate perovskite, and its post-amorphization phase, as well as magnesiowüstite were
collected at the Fe and Si L2,3 edge, and in the low loss (<50 eV) domain. The technique of line
spectra ensuring very low beam doses allows good quality spectra to be collected from crystalline
perovskite prior to amorphization and permits characterization of coexisting crystals of perovskite
and magnesiowüstite. Spectra at the Si L2,3 edge show that the beam-induced amorphization of sili-
cate perovskite is accompanied by a change from sixfold to fourfold oxygen coordination of silicon
atoms. Spectra at the Fe L2,3 edge show that Fe2+ is the major form of Fe in olivine, ringwoodite, and
magnesiowüstite, whereas Fe3+ is dominant in crystalline silicate perovskite and its amorphization
products. In magnesiowüstite and silicate perovskite observed in contact in these samples, Fe3+ is
strongly partitioned into the silicate phase.

Careful experimental substraction of zero-loss peak by off Bragg acquisition of electron energy-
loss spectra allows good quality low loss spectra to be collected from crystalline silicate perovskite
and magnesiowüstite. In magnesiowüstite, interband transitions are well characterized, leading to a
measured gap of 7.8 eV, in agreement with previous theoretical calculations. Interband transitions at
10 eV and 12.5 eV are also well resolved in crystalline silicate perovskite, leading to a gap of about
9.5 eV.
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